Solution Overview
Netbox Blue’s CloudControl® Mail email security solution protects your organisation against new and evolving spam, malware and virus threats before they reach your network. CloudControl® Mail delivers on-demand premium email security that secures your network against internal and external threats and assures the fast, accurate delivery of business-critical email. Superior performance, simplicity, and low Total Cost of Ownership provide you with immediate value.

Quick and Easy to Install
CloudControl® Mail is a cloud-based security solution that requires no investment in expensive on-site hardware, software or license costs. Installation is quick and easy and requires your IT staff simply to change your email address record to point at the CloudControl® Mail datacentre. We ensure premium service performance by providing you with a fully managed and highly redundant solution, meaning the hard work is on us.

Protection for Both Inbound and Outbound Email
Protecting outbound email is critical in preventing your network being compromised and resulting in computers becoming infected and sending out spam, malware and viruses. This could be damaging for your reputation and result in your domain being blacklisted. CloudControl® Mail ensures protection on both inbound and outbound mail streams to stop this from happening.

Powerful Multilayered Protection
Netbox Blue combines the power of multilayered protection with a team of security experts to identify emerging threats and deploy specific rules to block them before they reach your network.

Enhance Productivity
CloudControl® Mail eases the administrative load on IT staff by providing a personalised quarantine for each mailbox. Users receive a regular spam digest and can access their quarantine via the CloudControl® Mail online personal dashboard ensuring they have instant access to legitimate email. Additionally, the CloudControl® Mail system provides IT staff with a simple-to-use and comprehensive online Admin Console. This all-inclusive system monitors inbound/outbound mail streams and allows IT staff to flexibly configure their email including extensive reporting and alerting.

Email Continuity
CloudControl® Mail ensures customers never lose critical email messages. Email spools for up to 160 hours, should a customer’s email server become unavailable or to facilitate scheduled email server migration. As soon as the email server comes back online all email held at the CloudControl® Mail datacentre is forwarded on.

Advanced Email Encryption
CloudControl® Mail ensures your email traffic is secure across the Internet by offering full Transport Layer Security (TLS) Encryption. Every email sent or received is fully and securely encrypted while the encryption remains completely transparent to both sender and recipient.

How CloudControl® Works
CloudControl® Mail is simple to deploy. Customers direct their inbound and outbound email via the CloudControl® Mail Data Centres where email is checked for spam, viruses and malware. Inappropriate messages are quarantined in the data centre and are not sent to, or received from the customer’s email server.

Each organisation simply administers their own CloudControl® Mail service via a secure internet connected browser. Reports are sent to administrators and/or mailbox owners via email which link directly to the web management console of the CloudControl® Mail service.

Key Service Benefits:
- Simple and quick to deploy – literally just minutes
- Fully hosted service with no infrastructure cost
- Protection for both inbound and outbound email
- System AND security expert review used to classify emerging threats quickly
- Increased productivity of users and IT staff by providing an online personal dashboard and daily spam digest for users to manage their own spam
- Local support from internet security experts
- Email continuity should customer email servers become unavailable